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1Introduction

ThisnoteisasequelofWatanabe'2二.LetWbethepolynominalsolutionoftheinitialvalueproblemfor

theHeatequation:

(W梟=-p昌鵠R3

t=ム(1.1)

whereA-J^--f-^andpisahomogeneouspolynominalofdegreemwithrealcoefficients.Weput

H(x,y) :- W(-l,x,y), H*(x,y) :- W(¥,x,y)= (-i)mH(ix, iy)

where i -√二手Then H satisfies the Hermite differential equation :

2△H{x,y)-x
∂H(x,y) ∂H(x,y)

∂x t7 ∂y

and it can be written as follows.

H(x,y)-∑碧△たp(x,y).
k≧0

+mH{x,y)-0 in R2

(1. 2)

(1. 3)

(1.4

We say that a polynominal solution, H, with real coefficients of Hermite differential equation (1.3) is a

Hermite polynominal and that H*, which is defined by (1. 2), is its conjugate Hermite polynominal.

The aim of this note is to study zero sets of such polynominals and we shall apply results, obtained

here, in order to analyise zero sets of solutions of second order parabolic partial differential equations with

two space-dimension.

Watanabe'3- traited such study in the case of one space-dimension and he determinated minutely the local

natures of zero sets of non analytic solutions under two points boundary values conditions. One of differ-

ences between the case of space-dimension 1 and 2 is the following. Even if the initial date has singular

points, the toplogical natures of zero sets of solutions at the past and at the future does not necessarily

change.

I thank Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, Japan, for supporting this research by Grant-in-Aid

for Scientific Research (No. 10640170).

2 Zero points at the infinity

Let if be a non zero Hermite polynominal. It is well known that, in a small neigbourhood of a point P

belonging to the singular part, denoted by SCffl, of its zero set, denoted by ZCW・

Z(H) = {(x,y)∈K2;H(x,y)=0},

S{H) - {(x,y)∈Z{H);Hx(x,y)-Hy(x,y)=O},
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the set Z(H) is locally equal to the union of vCff,P)-analytic curves passing through P at which forms an

equiangular system. Here v(H,P) is the vanishing order of H at P.

In this section we shall study zero sets of Hermite polynomials at the infnity. At frist we prepare three

families of polynommals. Let

Tit)

Hm(x)=Y[(x-T(m,j))
j=1

(2. 1)

be the Hermite polynominal of order m with one variable where we enumerate its zero points so that

r(m,1)<r(m,2)<蝣・・<r{m,m)

and hence

Wm(t,x) =
Y['j=l{x2+r(m,j)H) whenm=21,

xnj=i(x2+rfm,i)2o whenm-2/+l,

is the polynominal solution of the Heat equation with Wm(-1, x)-Hm(x).

Form 2^d^1, put

たd¥(m-d)¥
vm,d(t,r) - ∑

*=0
Jb! (d-k)¥(m-d-k)!

then it saisfies

・--1d旦V-芸rn-2<i+l芸)・∂t

Putting

u-,d(s) -exp I -B-id(s)

1-k

,d-k

k¥(d-k)¥(m-d-

Bmid(s) = s+(m-2d+!) lQSIs!

qm,((ォ)-呈+
m+1 (m

2s

-2d+l)(m-2<f-1)

4s2

*)!'

(2. 2)

(2. 3)

(2. 4)

wehave

砿d(s) = 1m,d{S) um,d(s)

and so by Strum's comparasion theorm we have the following.

Lemma 2.1. For each m, d with m/2 ≧d≧ 1, um,d has d-simple zeropoints x{m,d,j),l<.j≦d, in s< 0 and

d

Vmid(t,r) = [[(r-r(m,d,j)t).
3=1

Since

£V-粛r) - dVm-hd諦r)

it is easy to see that

r(m,d,i)^T(m-l,d-1,1)

for any lm≧d>2, 1くi≦d, KKd-L

(2. 5)
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The last family {Rm,n(t,ri ', m-n is even and O<n≦m} is defined by

- 。<21<m-n欄((--2k)2-n2)}r"-27
Then the polynominal solution W! of (1. 1) with W

(2. 6)

-r�"cos nQ is equal to Rm,n(t,r) cos nQ where we used

the polar coordinates x - r cos9, y-r sin6. By the analogous arguments to the family { Vm,di, we have that

for some ¥xki.m, n)< 0

(m-rサ)/2

flm,n(*,r) -r" [[ -〃k(m,n)t).
*=1

Now we are ready to state the main theorem in this section. Let p be a homogeneous polynominal of de-

gree m with real coefficients and we put

d

p(x,y)- T[(y-λi*)di
.7=1

2.7

where λj≠λ forj≠k. We use the notation :6J-√f可.

Theorem 2.2. Let H be a Hermite polynominal given by (1.4) with (2.7). Then there are holomorphic

functions, i|/,,i, ¥ <,j<d, 1 ≦l:;dj, in some neigbourhood of the origin in C such that v|/,, (0)-0 and

dd,

H(x,y)=Hl[(y一転蝣(*))
7=1;=i

where中>j-l are given by the follouノing.

転蝣(*)=
〈

λjx+ridj , l)6j +xpj:l(l/x) when

A;i+{2r(m,dj,I)λj+軌(1/*)}/x when

・

t

*

S

・

t

*

4

士
土

≠
ニ

ー

ー

サ

*

-

!

,
λ
λ

Proof.Forfixed;,putr¥-y-λJx,ち-xand

m-d.
p(x,y)-∑pk6m‾d,-‾㍉k+djpo≠0・

ife=O

SupposethatXj≠±i.Thenwehave

W(-t2,x,y)=poc-djWdj仁6]t¥り+mt,i,。)

whereWd,isgivenby(2.3)andRcanbewritten,forsomeconstantsCa,b,c,asfollows.

R(t,S,り)=∑'a,b,c拘bte.

a+6-|-c:=m>a-fォj

Fromthis

H(x,y)-pot-n(i-^.*)ォi)+

ifc-la+b+cia+dj怒*サ*(!/ぞ¥--a-dj

andthenforsufficientlylarge|^|theequationH-0hasrootsoftheform:

V=T(dj,k)6j+1>j,k(l/0, 1≦k≦dj,
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where v^t are holomorphic in some neigbourhood of the origin with v|/,,s(0)-0.

Suppose that Xj-±i. By analoguous arguments used above, it follows from

皇碧く-2λ,.蒜〉k
fc=O

s '/ -s vm,dj(2λj,帥)

that for some constants &.&

H(x,y) - por-2dl l v,-,d-) +≡ CaAtvnw
and so Lemma 2.1 completes the proof.

Corollay 2.3. Under the notation in Theorem 2.2, we have the following.

(1)ァj.i(x) is analytic in x if and only ifλ is real.

(2) ifyj.i(tx) is analytic in x if and only ifλ is real, d, is odd and Z-(1+dj)/2.

The conjugate Hermite polynominal H* of H can be written as follows.

dj

H*(x,y)-ロl[(y+i<j>jtI(ix)).
3=11=1

Proof. Since H has real coefficients,

d,

H(x,y)-l[l[(y前両)
3=11=1

which implies, from behaviors at the infinity of (j>ノthat <|>;,l(x)-<|>;,i(義) if and only if λ is real.

It follows from-(1.2) that the assertion (3) holds and so tyj,i(ix)--ァj,i(.ix) if and only if λ is real and

tw,,0-0, i.e. dj is odd and /-(1 +dj)/2.

3 Critical points

In this section we consider the sets of critical points of Hermite polynominals H '蝣

∑(H)-{(x,y)∈R2; Hx(x,y)-Hy(x,y)=O}

and that of conjugate Hermite polynominals.

Theorem 3.1.

(1) Let H be a non constant Hermite polynominal such that the dimension of the set ∑(H) is equal to 1.

Then S(H) is empty and H satifies one of the following conditions.

(1-1) After a rotation around the origin, H is a polynominal uノith one variable.

(1-2) H is a polynominal ofr-^J¥x¥2+¥yV.

(2) The dimension of ∑UT) is equal to 1 if and only ifH* is a polynominal with one variable of even

order, after a rotation around the origin.

Proof, quad At frist we show (1). Let H be given by (1.4) with (2.7). Choosing- a rotation around the

origin, we may assume that ∑,j=1 dj Kj ≒ 0. So the assumption means that the resultant as polynomials in

y of HI and Hy, identically vanishes in C. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that the common zero set of Hx and

Hy contains a curve r of the form : y-ax+ァ(x),lxl>>1 such that the following holds.

(0. When a≠±√=丁, (|>(x)-x(a, V) JT千才+o(1xl') as Ixl--

GO. When a-±√二王(Kx)-2T(m-l,a,0 ax'+OQxl-2) as ¥x¥--

Here we used the notation in Theorem 2.2 and a is the multiplicity at zero (1,a) of py and l≦Ka.
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Since(1,a)isacommonzeroofpェandpy,itisalsoofp.

Supposethata≠±√-1.ThenwehavethatasIxl--onr

di
H{xtv)=n(i)ri{(--A)x+O(l)}

h=1

・a+1
n{(トr(a+l,*))√諒+o(軒')}・

た=1

HereYlmeanstheproductoverjsuchthatλ,≠O.FromthisandthefactthatHisn。nzeroconstant

onr,wehavem-a+1.ThismeansthatifisaHermitepolynominalwithonevariable.

Supposethato-±√=丁.Thenwehavethefollowing.

d,
H{x,y)-n(i)n{(<-λ|x+O(l)}

*=1
a+1
・!!{('('」,a,lト丁(m,a+l,k))2cr/x+O{軒!)}-

*=1

Bythesameargumentsweobtainthata+1-m-a-¥andhencep-rl

WhenifisaHermitepolynominalwithonevariable,itiswellknownthatS(H)isempty.WhenHisa

polynominalofr,H(.x,y)-Rm.」-4,r2),whichisgivenby(2.6),andsobyLemma2.1SODisempty.

Bythesameargumentswehavethatdim∑(Hつ-1impliesthatH*isequaltoeitherafunctionwithone

variable,afterarotationaroundtheorigin,orafunctionofr.Intheformercaseitmustbeofevenorder

andinthelattercase∑(/T)isequalto{(0,0)}.

Lemma3.2.LetHbeaHermitepolynominal,givenby(1.4)with(2.7).Whenthedimensionof∑CH)is

equalto0,thenthissetisfinite.Moreover

grad H(x, y)

l苗TyTroo (回+ ¥y¥)m-d'-1
lim inf

d*=

Here

aa

when Z{px)nZ{py)nR2 - {(0,0)},

max{dj; A isreal}, whenZ{px)nZ(Py)nR2≠{(0,0)}.

(3. 1)

3.1

Proof. We note, by virtue of the theorem of Whiteny (see for example, Milnor ), that any algebraic set

of dimension 0 is finite.

When d*-0, it is easy to see (3.1).

We assume that d*>O and ∑l;=1 dj¥j ≠0・

Let (1,λ) be in Zip)nR2 with multiplicity a >2 and letい(x), j-l, 2 be analytic functions near the

infinity where

上.x+r(a- 1,1)浩ニ。il′*l). (3.2)
for some I≦a- 1. By assumption and Theorem 3.1, we obtain that a<m and that <(>a)-<|><2) does not

identitically vanish and so there is a constant c^- 1 such that for large lad

cl回q ≧ ¥4>v¥xト¢:2)wl ≧ C,回U.

Here G and C2 are positive constants and we will denote by C, positive constants. We claim that cr-- 1.
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For fixed x。 we have

H(x,^¥x))ト¥H(x。,㊨(1)(ォ.)) I

鳥#(z,<」(1)(z))dz < C, ¥L: - A--a+adx
回m‾a+c+1+C5, whenm-a+a≠11,

log回+Cs whenm-a+a--1,

and using (2.5)

a

¥H(x,¢ォ(x))| ≧ C6|x| n ¢(!>(*)-λx-T(a,k)y/l+京-O(l佃)I≧C湖m-a
*=1

Combinating two inequalities stated above, we have ct-- 1 ,

Suppose that there is a sequence, {(x,a.yJ)"-i, in R such that

grad #(zn, yn)

n-oo (|ln|+ lvn¥)" -d'-1
lim lxn¥-∞ lim =0.

Then there is, by taking subsequence if necessary, one and only one (1,λ) in Z(pJnZ(py)nR2 such that

Hv --λJ,.

n-oo ¥xn¥+¥ynl
li111

On the other hand we obtain, denoting by a the multiplicity at (1,λ) of p,

a-1

≧ Cサ¥xn|d*-O+l n yn -λxn-r(a- l,j)¥/l+京+o(1/l*サl)l,
grad #(a:n, yn)

(転l+lvn¥)rn-d'-l一川XJ.
i=i川、'り'

whichimpliesyn-λxn-x(a-1,OV1λ2-0asn--forsomeIandhencewehave,usingfyU.;-l.2,

verifying(3.2),

grad H(xn, yn)

(転+¥vn¥)m-d'-1
≧ C9 |x詳・-o+l {¥vn -¢(1)(oI+ |yォー¢(2)(*サ)!} ≧ Cio¥xnid*-a

Consequently we find a contradiction and thus we have (3. 1).

Remark 3.3. We have also the following estimations for any Hermite polynomials given by (1.4) with

(2.7). When d'>2,

¥H(x,y)¥ + ¥Hy(x,y)

lx持前ニ(I*l + ¥y¥)m-d'
lim inf >0. (3. 3)

The same estimations as (3. 1) and as (3. 3) for conjugate Hermite polynominals hold.

4 Nodal domains

In this section we consider nodal domains of Hermite polynominal H, given by (1.4) with (2. 7) and its

conjugate polynominals H'.

We use the following notation. For a subset A of R2 we denote by N(A), Nc(A) the number of compo-

nents of A, that of compact components of A, respectively.

For a polynominal p with (2.7) we put

m(p, +o) - the numberofj such that Xj isrealand dj is odd,
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m(p,o) = thenumberofjsuchthatλ isreal,

m(p,-o) = ∑K;A isreal}.

Proposition 4. 1.

(0. MR2 ＼zOT))≦2m(p, + 0)≦N(RつZip)) and

∑†〝{H¥P)-¥;P∈S(㍍)} < m(p,+0ト1・

GO. Zip) is homeomorphic to Z(Hつげand only if

ro(p, 0) =m{p, +0) = v(HI, (0,0)) ≧ 1・

Moreover when it is so, NCR2 ＼ Z<iH))>N(R2 ＼ zip)).

(iii). Zip) is homeomorphic to Z(n) if and only if

(

S(H)＼ {(0,0)} is empty and

m(p, O)= ro(p, +O) = Kff, (0,0)) ≧ 1 -N(Z(H)).

(4. 1)

(4. 2)

Moreover when it is so, Zip) is homeomorphic to ZiHつ.

Proof. We use the fact that H* has no bounded nodal domain, which follows from the maximum principle.

Using this fact, (0 is a consequence of Corollary 2.3 and

N(R2＼Z(Hつ)=1+∑{v(H',P)-1;P∈S(㍍)}+m(p, +0) ≦ 2m(p, +0).

Suppose that Zip) is homeomorphic to Z(H'). Then Corollary 2.3 implies m(p, + 0)-m(p, 0), noted by

n. When n-0, Z(JT) is empty. When n-l, Z(H')∋(0,0) and S(H") is empty. When n ≧2, v(H',P)-

n for some PeSCff"*) and by virtue of the assertion (i) we obtain S(H*)-{P} and so P-(0,0).

Conversely, suppose that (4.1) holds. When n-l, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that Z(H*j is a 1-

dimensional non singular curve. Suppose that n22. Since the number of components of Z(H*)＼{(0, 0)},

whose closure contains (0, 0), is equal to 2n and such components are unbounded, the union of such compo-

nents is equal to Z{H*)＼{(0,0)} and S(Hつ-{(0,0)}.

N(R2 ＼ Z{H))

= l+Nc(Z(H))+∑†〝(H,P)-1;P∈S(H)}+m(p,-O)

≧ v(H, (0,0))+m(p, -0)>N(K'＼Z{p))-

(Hi). Suppose that Z(p) is homeomorphic to ZQJ). By the same arguments for (it), we have (4.2).

Conversely suppose that (4. 2) holds. Then each component of Z(H)＼{(0, 0)} is unbounded. If not, by

Theorem 2. 2 there is an unbounded analytic curve, not containing (0, 0), which is a contradiction counter

N(Z(W)-l. Hence Z(H>＼{(0,0)} is the union of such components and so Zip) is homeomorphic to Z(w.

It is clear that (4.2) implies (4. 1).

Example 4.2. There is non harmonic Hermite poylnominal H, which is given by (1.4), such that ZCff) is

homeomorphic to Zip). One of them is given by

p(x,y)=x{(y-x)2+x2}.
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2変数エルミート多項式

キーワード:熟方程式,エルミート多項式,零点集合

.'」 >!i圭iVi

熱方程式に代表される放物型偏微分方程式の解の零点集合を解析する上で重要な役割をはたす,エルミート多項式お

よびそれに付随する多項式について,それらの零点集合を中心に考察する。


